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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

INSANITY:
DOING THE SAME THING

mental
exercises
The majority of the following exercises are
based

on

the

NLP

Big

Guns

and

Representational Systems, if you want to go
learn more about processes like these.

Fair warning, these processes are powerful! Youʼll
be surprised at how powerful.

OVER

& OVER

AGAIN

EXPECTING DIFFERENT

issues, a boyfriend that I was obsessed with and

RESULTS

So I swapped the characteristics mentally for

ALBERT EINSTEIN

When I was first studying NLP, I had two major
chocolate.

chocolate

and

lettuce,

and

make-yourself-hate-something
phone calls from my boyfriend.

I

did

process

the

on

To this day I still avoid phones, I even avoid

emails now. And I have an unnatural obsession

with lettuce, while I can go years without
chocolate.

I only ran each process once. Consider yourself
warned :)

Questions & flip Arounds

alter how you feel about something
In a moment Iʼm going to ask you to think about a word.
When you see this word, I just want you to note the very first
thing that comes to mind for you.

PICTURES

It doesnʼt matter if itʼs a picture, sound, feeling, temperatue,
colour, texture, smell or taste... all you need to do is notice
what it is that comes to mind for you when it comes to mind.
Okay, so youʼre ready? Here goes, the word is love. Now
quickly, what happened for you?
For me, I saw a picture of a heart and thought about my better
half, feeling my love for him. If youʼd asked me three years
ago, my picture was always the hands of God.

SOUNDS

If you ask fifiteen different people you will get fifteen
different answers - and if you ask those same fifteen people
the same question six months from now chances are good
you will get at least ten new answers from those same people.
The point of this is to illustrate two things: first, every single
person has a totally different way of processing different
memories, ideas, events and experiences, and those ways can
change. Accordingly they can be changed.
So, first youʼd need to identify what the elements are of the
way youʼve stored that information, using the questions on
the next page, and then you start tweaking those elements
one by one using the flip arounds or an opposite that makes
sense for you.
For example if you have a moving picture in colour with
sound for a memory, then you could try making it a small
black and white photograph and see how that changes how
you feel about it.

PHYSICAL

&

PEOPLE

FEELINGS &
SENSATIONS

Is the picture...

Try to...

black & white <-> color
photo <-> video
moving <-> static
crisp <-> fuzzy
panoramic <-> small
far <-> nearby

be in the picture <-> watching
<-> be a director
<-> play with control panel
<-> lose picture in a wall of
pictures
<-> close the curtains on a
picture or movie screen

Is the sound...

Try to...

loud <-> soft
outside <-> inside you
high <-> low pitched
clear <-> garbled
crisp <-> fuzzy
hollow <-> cozy

increase <-> decrease volume
<-> control the sound
<-> move the sound
<-> give the sound color
<-> be a conductor

Is the person...

Do you...

bigger <-> smaller than you
nearby <-> far away
talking loud <-> soft
facing you <-> away
clothed <-> naked
frowning <-> smiling

taste something <-> change
smell something <-> change
feel a physical sensation <->
change/move/shrink/grow it

Is the sensation...

Do you feel...

Try adding...

a color <-> change it
hot/warm <-> cool/cold
outside <-> inside you
behind <-> in front of you
heavy <-> light
bigger <-> smaller than you

anything on/around your
body <-> move/adjust it
safe <-> unsafe
secure <-> insecure
lonely <-> accepted
wanted <-> unwanted
happy <-> sad

day <-> night
people <-> taking away
summer<-> winter
<-> confidence
<-> compassion
<-> love
<-> forgiveness

Try adding...
frame around edge
<-> hats to all the people
<-> funky or cartoon music
<-> sepia tone
<-> another color tone
<-> spot lights & dark areas
<-> pink rose quartz shield to
protect the watcher with love
<->

Try adding...
<->
<->
<->
<->
<->
<->
<->

different language
corny accent
carnival music
speed, like chipmunks-sound
any feel good soundtrack
favorite comic making jokes
laughter

Try adding...
temperature
color
<-> mute button
<-> rewind, fast forward, pause &
delete buttons on a console
<-> store permanently button
<-> fog or haze
<-> white light to block people out
<->
<->

categories

Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Affirmations
Anchoring
Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting
Building Trust
Chakras
Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping
Eliminating Ego
Energy Work
Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
Mudras
Writing Processes

